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PROGRAM ::= Executed once IMPERATIVE-SECTION {then Repeated RULE-SECTION} | 	
{Executed once IMPERATIVE-SECTION then} Repeated RULE-SECTION 
 
IMPERATIVE-SECTION ::= IMPERATIVE-STMT {then IMPERATIVE-SECTION} 







IMPERATIVE-STMT ::= ACTION | IF | AS-SOON-AS 
IF ::= If <state-condition> then IMPERATIVE-SECTION {otherwise IMPERATIVE-SECTION} 





RULE-STMT ::= EACH-TIME | WHILE 
EACH-TIME ::= Each time <event-condition> then IMPERATIVE-SECTION 
WHILE ::= While <state-condition> then keep <state> and as soon it is not true anymore 
then IMPERATIVE-SECTION 





ACTION ::= <action> <selected-set-of-devices> | <command>  <a-service> | wait <a-number-
of-seconds> | start <program-name> | stop <program-name> | stop myself 
 
<action>   action	supported	by	the <selected-set-of-devices> available	in	the	system. 
<command>   command	supported	by	<a-service> available	in	the	system. 
<selected-set-of-devices>::= all <device-type> located in <location-name> | <device-name> 
located in <location-name> 


















































































































The	server	 is	 implemented	 in	Java	and	uses	OSGi	to	support	the	dynamic	arrival	and	departure	of	devices	and	third-
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